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 SANKHY?
 THE INDIAN JOURNAL OF STATISTICS

 Edited by : P. C. MAHALANOBIS

 Series A, Vol. 24 August 1962 Part 3

 in memoriam

 SIR RONALD AYLMER FISHER
 (1890?1962)

 Sir Ronald Fisher, F.R.S. passed away on 29 July 1962 at Adelaide, Australia
 after an operation. A cable communicating the news was placed before the meeting
 of the Council of the Indian Statistical Institute held on 31 July 1962 at New Delhi,
 by the President Dr. C. D. Deshmukh. Professor P. C. Mahalanobis spoke briefly,
 about Sir Ronald Fisher's great contributions to the advancement of science by
 developing statistics as a new technology which is finding increasing applications
 in all natural and social sciences. He laid the foundations of modern statistical

 theory and devised refined tools for applications. After retirement from the Cam
 bridge University he was working as a Consultant to the Council of Scientific and
 Industrial Research of Australia at Adelaide. He had been in personal touch with
 the statistical activities in Calcutta from the early twenties and had maintained
 close personal contact with the workers and activities of the Indian Statistical Institute.
 He visited the Institute on eight occasions; the last two visits being from December
 1960 to February 1961 and so recently as from December 1961 to February 1962.

 He was the most outstanding statistician of the world and a life-long well-wisher of
 the Institute.

 The following resolution was passed by the Council, all members standing.

 "The Council places on record the sense of profound sorrow with which it has
 heard of the passing away of Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher on 29 July 1962 at Adelaide,
 Australia. He ushered in a new epoch in the history of statistical science and was
 the leader of a movement which made statistics a new technology of the present age.
 He established contacts with the statistical workers in Calcutta in the early twenties;
 served as a member of the Examination Committee of the Indian Statistical Institute

 in 1936; served as the Chairman of the Review Committee of the National Sample
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 Survey in 1956-57; and gave continuing support to the Institute at both national
 and international levels. He visited the Institute for the first time in 1937, and
 came to the Institute on seven subsequent occasions, the last visit being from December

 1961 to February 1962. He was elected an Honorary Fellow of the Indian Statistical
 Institute in 1937, and was awarded the honorary degree of D.Sc, at the first Convo
 cation of the Institute in February 1962 on which occasion he delivered the Convocation

 Address. Through his several visits to the Institute, personal contacts with its
 workers, scientific contributions to Sankhy?: the Indian Journal of Statistics, visit
 to other scientific centres and advisory work in India, he helped in a most significant
 way in the development of the integrated research, training and project programmes
 of the Indian Statistical Institute and in its emergence as a higher technological
 institution of a new type, and also generally in the advancement of statistics
 in India."

 A condolence meeting was held on 30 July 1962 at 12 noon at the Indian
 Statistical Institute, 203 Barrackpore Trunk Road, Calcutta. The meeting was
 attended by all students and workers of the Institute. Shri S. Basu, the Joint
 Director and Dr. C. R. Rao, Head of the Research and Training School, spoke at the
 meeting.

 Dr. C. R. Rao mentioned that with the passing away of Sir Ronald Fisher,
 the world has lost an outstanding scientist. Sir Ronald's contributions were not
 confined to methodological aspects of statistics which he considerably enlarged and
 refined, but covered applied fields such as genetics and biometry and, in general,
 influenced scientific thought of the present century. He laid the foundations of

 modern statistical theory by the introduction of small sample distributions, the theory
 of effiaient and suffi?ient estimation, the likelihood principle and fiducial inference.
 He introduced the entirely new discipline of statistical design of experiments and
 analysis of variance by which scientific data are collected in an efficient way and
 analysed to yield valid inferences. Sir Ronald took a special interest in the teaching
 and research activities of the Institute and, during each of his several visits, he con
 ducted seminars on current problems in statistics and left new ideas and new problems
 for th.3 staff of the Institute to work on. During his last visit to the Institute, four
 months ago, he was actively working on some examples to illustrate in detail the new
 concepts he had introduced and to throw new light on the theory of statistical
 inference. A great man of science has gone, and no one knows whether the void
 would be filled again.

 The Institute was closed for the day as a mark of respect to Sir Ronald Fisher.
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